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Abstract In this paper we propose that two-dimensional analogies to frequency selective surfaces (FSS) 

can be achieved on graphene surfaces based on transformation optics. The analogies to representative FSS 

structures, including the anti-reflecting coating (ARC) and the high-reflecting coating (Bragg reflector) 

have been investigated through both the analytical Effective Index Method (EIM)/Transfer Matrix Method 

(TMM) and numerical simulations. Both analytical and numerical solutions have shown that the 

propagation of plasmons on graphene surface with periodic chemical potentials can be an analogy to the 

interact of incident light with traditional FSS multilayer dielectric media in which the transmission or 

reflection can be obtained by EIM/TMM. Combined with the tunability of graphene, the transmission or 

reflection of plasmons can be tuned by adjusting the bias voltage. The proposed structures and theoretical 

methods may provide new visions for achieving two-dimensional analogies to traditional structures on 

graphene. 
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Introduction  

Surface Plasmons are electromagnetic excitations propagating along the interface between a dielectric and a 

conductor [1]. Graphene is a zero band-gap semiconductor with a two-dimensional form of carbon atoms 

arranged in the honeycomb lattice [2]. Graphene has an extremely high quantum efficiency for light-matter 

interactions and supports plasmons with unusual properties [3]. Moreover, the carrier density in graphene 

can be electrically tuned by over two orders of magnitude through electrical biasing on a field-effect 

transistor [4] with tuning time below a nanosecond [5]. Recently, transformation optics (TO) has received 

considerable attention, since it has found an important role in both optical science and engineering fields by 

offering schemes to control electromagnetic fields [6]. In the view of TO, one graphene sheet can be 

composed of spatially inhomogeneous or non-uniform conductivity patterns across the surface, which 

reveals new possibility to manipulate the propagation of graphene plasmons (GPs). 

Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) have been developed for spatial filters in microwave and millimeter 

wave engineering and considered for applications as wireless security, antennas and telecommunications 

[7]. Although metallic FSS structures work well at microwave frequencies, their applications in the 

millimeter wave and optical frequency ranges suffer from high power losses and limitations of conducting 

surface thickness [8]. Thus it is promising to achieve frequency selective functions on a graphene surface, 

which can be an alternative of FSS on the one-atom-thick platform with comparatively low losses to 

prevent undesired reflections in the graphene based plasmons circuit. 
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In this paper we investigate the analogies to two representative FSS structures, including anti-reflecting 

coating (ARC) and high-reflecting coating (Bragg reflector) on the graphene surface via the Effective Index 

Method (EIM). Subsequently, reflection from the analogy to an anti-reflecting coating (ARC) on graphene 

surface are theoretically analyzed by the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) and verified by numerical 

solutions. Then transmission and reflection from the analogy to a high-reflecting coating (Bragg reflector) 

on graphene surface are investigated through theoretical and numerical methods. Finally, we draw the 

conclusion. 

Models and Materials 

We first investigate the analogy to an anti-reflection coating (ARC) on graphene based on EIM/TMM 

theory and numerical simulations. An ARC can ranges from a simple single layer having virtually zero 

reflectance at just one wavelength, to a multilayer system of more than a dozen layers, having virtually zero 

reflectance over a broad bandwidth. The simplest ARC is a single layer with quarter wavelength thickness 

placed between two mediums, targeting a specific zero reflection wavelength by creating destructive 

interference between the reflections at the interfaces on both sides of the layer [8,9]. 

As shown in Fig. 1(a), a pattern-free graphene sheet is placed on an uneven doped silicon substrate with 

a dielectric spacer. The permittivities of the upper space and dielectric spacer are1 and 2, respectively. 

Since the spacer has varied thickness for different regions (h1, h2 and h3 for region L1, L2 and L3), when a 

bias voltage Vb is applied between graphene and doped silicon, the variation of spacer thickness naturally 

leads to different chemical potentials on graphene surface (c1, c2 and c3 respectively). Such design 

flexibility can be exploited to create regions with different conductivities within a single graphene sheet. 

Up to now, similar implementations have been widely applied in designing graphene-based waveguide 

structures [6,10,11]. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the graphene sheet waveguide on an uneven doped silicon substrate with dielectric 

spacer between them (a) and the equivalent multilayer structure based on the EIM (b). The permittivities in (a) 

are assumed as ε1=1 and ε2=1.76. 

According to the Effective Index Method (EIM) [10,12], when GPs encounter regions of graphene with 

different chemical potentials [Fig. 1(a)], the situation can be treated as the analogy to an incident light 

propagating within multiple layers composing of two different mediums and one ARC between them [Fig. 

1(b)]. Meanwhile, the modal indices of the GPs (i.e. neff1, neff2 and neff3) on the graphene above region L1, 

L2 and L3 in Fig. 1(a) can be regarded as the refractive indexs of three layers in Fig. 1(b). Following by the 

design rules of ARCs [13], we obtain neff2=(neff1neff3)1/2 and L2=0/(4neff2), in which 0 is the target 

wavelength and L2 is middle region length on graphene. In mid-infrared region, the graphene conductivity 

is modeled via a Drude model with finite temperature correction as [14], 
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where j is the imaginary unit, e is the unit electric charge, ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, KB is the 

Boltzmann constant, c is the graphene chemical potential, T=300 K is the temperature and  is the angular 

frequency. The carrier relaxation time  can be determined through = uc /evf
2, where the Fermi velocity 

is vf =106 m/s [15], the carrier mobility u=104 cm2/(V∙s) is based on the measured data [16] and can be 

improved by reducing the disorder/impurities of graphene. The surface-normal permittivity of graphene is 
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assumed as εg,n=2.5, based on the dielectric constant of graphite [14,17]. By treating the graphene as an 

ultrathin layer with thickness d=0.34 nm, the tangential permittivity of graphene can be expressed as 

g,t=2.5-i()/0d [15]. The maximum chemical potential of graphene is set as c=0.72 eV, which can be 

implemented through electrical biasing [18]. The GPs wavenumbers can be expressed as 

≈j0(1+2)/() or the following form if Eq. (1) is substituted,  
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Here the permittivities are assumed as ε1=1 and ε2=1.76 without dispersion and dielectric loss. The 

indices of GPs on graphene surface above region L1, L2 and L3 can be calculated via neff=/0 (neff can be 

neff1, neff2 or neff3), where 0 is the free space wavenumber and  can be obtained through Eq. (2) 

according to specific chemical potentialc1, c2 or c3. All the numerical solutions have been performed 

by the software package (COMSOL) based on the Finite Element Method (FEM). On the other hand, from 

Eq. (2) we can see the Re()∝c
-1, therefore to satisfy the condition neff2= (neff1neff3)1/2, we only need to 

ensure that c2= (c1 c3)1/2. The chemical potential can be expressed as c=sgn(n)ℏvf(π|n|)1/2, in which n is 

the bias induced carrier density. According to the parallel-plate capacitor model [10], we have n=-

02Vb/eh, in which Vb is the bias voltage, h is the dielectric spacer thickness. And therefore one has the 

following relationships, c∝(Vb/h)1/2 and neff∝(h/Vb)1/2 according to Eq. (2). Once the dielectric spacer 

thicknesses of the three regions h1, h2 and h3 fulfill the relation (h2)2=h1h3, the anti-reflection condition can 

be satisfied under any bias voltage, providing possibility to control the target wavelength 0 via electrical 

biasing. 

Numerical Simulations and Theoretical Analysis 

The transfer matrix method (TMM) is a simple approach to model waves passing through multiple layers 

[9]. This method employs continuity boundary conditions between dielectric layers and wave equations to 

describe reflection or transmission across each layer. Then, if the electric field is known at the beginning of 

one layer, a transfer matrix based on the wave equation can be used to determine the electric field at the 

other end of the layer [8,19]. Compared with other methods adopted in analyzing FSS multilayer structures, 

such as Time-Based Optical Modeling Methods (e.g. FDTD) or Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis 

(RCWA), the TMM owes the fastest computation speed with satisfactory accuracy [9]. More detailed 

information about the TMM we adopt in this paper can be found in [20]. 

We first focus on the graphene sheet with three different but fixed chemical potentials (due to single 

bias voltage Vb) and alter the length of the middle region L2. The reflection spectrum by EIM/TMM and 

numerical solutions are shown in Fig. 2(a). For simplicity, the lengths of the first and last region are fixed 

at L1=L3=100 nm where the plasmon attenuation has been taken into account. The chemical potentials of 

the three regions are respectively c1=0.72 eV, c2=0.6 eV and c3=0.5 eV in Fig. 2(a). We choose three 

target anti-reflection wavelengths =6.5 m, 7 m and 7.5 m by altering middle region length as L2=54 

nm, 63 nm and 72 nm, respectively. The incident wavelength spans from =6 m to 8 m. 

 

Fig. 2. Dependencies of the reflectance for the analogy to an anti-reflection coating (ARC) on wavelength with 

various target anti-reflection wavelengths 0 (a) and chemical potentials (b) by numerical solutions (solid lines) 

and EIM/TMM (dashed lines). Shown in the inset of (b) is the normalized electric field |E| profile on xz plane 
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on the target wavelength (0=9.1 m). 

As rendered in Fig. 2(a), the reflectance reaches near zero at the target anti-reflection wavelength. 

Furthermore, the analytical results derived from EIM/TMM agree very well with numerical FEM solutions, 

implying that the EIM/TMM can be applied in the design of analogies to traditional FSS structures. 

Although the target wavelength 0 can be altered by changing the region length L2, it is unrealistic in the 

practical applications once the substrate structure is fabricated. Therefore we discuss the situation in which 

length L2 is fixed while different bias voltages Vb are adopted and consequently, the chemical potentials of 

three regions would alter simultaneously. Here various groups of chemical potentials are used to represent 

different bias voltages with dielectric spacer thicknesses are assumed to fulfill anti-reflection conditions 

(h2)2=h1h3, and therefore in each group, chemical potentials satisfy (c2)2 =c1c3. The results derived from 

EIM/TMM and numerical solutions are presented in Fig. 2(b). The incident wavelength spans from =6 m 

to 10 m with middle region length is L2=70 nm. In Fig. 2(b), the reflection spectrum shifts to the short 

wavelength as the chemical potentials increase (the bias voltage Vb increases), which can be explained by 

considering the neff2 decreases as the c2 increases [see Eq.(2)], causing the blue shift of the anti-reflection 

wavelength 0. Meanwhile, the bias voltage Vb enables a tunable reflection spectrum, endowing the analogy 

to ARC with flexibility in practical applications. 

We next investigate the analogy to high-reflection coating on the graphene surface via EIM/TMM 

theory and numerical simulations. Generally, a high-reflection coating in FSS is composed of multilayer 

dielectric mediums with periodic high/low refractive indexs. Recently, a graphene-coated dielectric grating 

system has been proposed and shown potential in several applications, such as waveguiding [21], active 

slow graphene plasmons [22] and Bragg reflectors [17]. As presented in the previous study [17], the high 

Bragg reflection can be realized by alternatively stacking graphene–silicon and graphene–air waveguides. 

Nevertheless, several issues need to be investigated further. Firstly, the chemical potential of graphene 

sheet was previously assumed to be uniform. In fact, it should be more realistic to focus on one graphene 

sheet with non-uniform chemical potentials, which can be naturally introduced under single bias voltage 

between graphene sheet and uneven dielectric substrate (dielectric gratings). Secondly, the transmission 

spectrum of the proposed Bragg reflector was calculated through FDTD simulations, which could be time-

consuming and hampered by the limited computational resources. As is rendered before, the EIM/TMM 

provides the fastest calculation speed, physical insight as well as satisfactory consistency to rigorous 

numerical simulations.  

 

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic view of graphene sheet waveguide on the uneven doped silicon substrate with dielectric 

spacer between them (only show one and a half periods). (b) The equivalent Bragg reflector based on multilayer 

dielectric structure by EIM. 

We subsequently focus on the plasmons propagating on graphene sheet with periodically alternated 

chemical potentials, which can be regarded as the analogy to high-reflection coating consisting of 

multilayer dielectric materials with periodic high/low refractive indexs. Figure 3 illustrates the schematics 

under consideration (only show one and a half periods). Each period is composed of two regions with 

lengths L1 and L2 and chemical potentials c1 and c2, which are naturally introduced by the distinct spacer 

thickness h1 and h2 under single bias voltage Vb, supporting plasmons with modal indices neff1 and neff2. 

According to the EIM, the modal indices neff1 and neff2 on graphene regions L1 and L2 in Fig. 3(a) can be 

regarded as the refractive indexs of two mediums in Fig. 3(b). We subsequently present the transmission 
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spectra with various number of periods (N) in Fig. 4(a) and chemical potentials (c) in Fig. 4(b) through 

analytical and numerical methods. For better presentation, in Fig. 4(a), the reflection spectrum for N=9 and 

snapshots of the normalized field |E| for two different wavelengths are shown as well. The chemical 

potentials in one period are set as c1=0.4 eV and c2=0.6 eV in Fig. 4(a), with corresponding lengths 

L1=L2=60 nm. In Fig. 4(b), various groups of chemical potential represent different implemented bias 

voltages. The wavelength spans from = 6 m to 10 m.. 

   

Fig. 4. Dependencies of transmission and reflection of the analogy to high-reflection coating (Bragg reflector) 

on number of periods N (a) and chemical potential c (b) by numerical solutions (solid lines) and EIM/TMM 

(dashed lines). Shown in the inset are the normalized electric field |E| profiles on xz plane for N=9 on the two 

wavelengths (=7.5 m and =10 m). 

As shown in the figure, the transmission and reflection of the analogy to Bragg reflector can be well 

described by EIM/TMM. The slight disagreement at short wavelengths can be attributed to the scattering 

losses due to the discontinuities between two adjacent regions. Figure 4(a) shows that larger number of 

periods results in lower transmission near the Bragg wavelength (where reflectance can be as high as 83%). 

Meanwhile, in Fig. 4(b), higher chemical potential (or higher Vb) gives rise to the blue shift of Bragg 

wavelength and higher transmission. The aim of this paper is to analyze traditional FSS structures and their 

two-dimensional analogies on graphene, which is different to the previous study [22] in which the aim was 

to control and slow down the group velocity of plasmons. Meanwhile, we adopt the EIM/TMM based 

model, which has been commonly applied in the design of traditional FSS structures. We show that such 

model ensures fast computation speed, high accuracy and therefore has potential in the future design of 

analogous FSS structure on graphene surface. 

Conclusions  

In this paper, we analyze the two-dimensional analogies to representative frequency selective surfaces 

structures, namely the anti-reflecting coating and the high-reflecting coating (Bragg reflector) on graphene. 

As graphene plasmons propagate on the graphene surface with spatially alternated chemical potentials, 

such a case can be treated as an analogy to incident light interacting with traditional FSS structure 

composing of multilayer dielectric mediums. The corresponding reflection or transmission can be obtained 

by the Effective Index Method /Transfer Matrix Method, which has shown good agreement with rigorous 

numerical solutions. The reflection or transmission can be tuned dynamically by adjusting a single bias 

voltage on graphene. The proposed structures and procedures may provide new directions to achieve two-

dimensional analogies to traditional structures on graphene. 
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